"Nymphea" Contemporary Mixed-Media Collage by Emily Hoerdemann, Framed

$1,200

DESCRIPTION
Nymphea, 2019
Auction catalog, embroidery thread, magazine, pigment print and vintage newspaper on 140lb cold press watercolor paper in artist frame
Framed 25 1/4 x 19 1/4 inches; Paper size 24 x 18 inches
The Hues are collages on paper that explore color themes and re-contextualized images of femininity composed from magazine cutouts, advertisements, auction catalogs and other collected objects. The application of embroidery thread, vintage cookbook pages, and objects...

DIMENSIONS
19.25"W x 1.5"D x 25.25"H

ART SUBJECTS: Fashion Figure Pop Culture Text

FRAME TYPE: Framed

CONDITION
Not Used, Original Condition Unaltered, No Imperfections

MATERIALS
Paper

SHIPPING
Parcel Shipping - $49

LISTED BY
Emily Hoerdemann in Indian Wells, CA

CHAIRISH REFERENCE NUMBER
3045634

PRODUCT URL
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